
 

 

Solution Description 

ChartaCloud from ChartaCloud Technologies is a services platform provided to businesses to manage the 

foundational IT infrastructure required to effectively manage and empower the three critical profit-generating 

aspects of any company: paper, people, and processes. Companies today are faced with the challenge of 

implementing multiple cloud-based solutions to provide more effective collaboration, mobility, insights and 

overall convenience while grappling with growing security, permission controls and records compliance 

concerns. ChartaCloud is designed to help companies easily manage multiple technology solutions without 

extensive IT knowledge or expertise, while reaping the performance benefits enabled by digital and mobile 

technologies.  

 

How it Works 

 

ChartaCloud provides the fundamental building 

blocks for the implementation of advanced 

technology solutions designed to bring companies 

into the digital age. The platform provides robust IT 

permission controls that create a unified dashboard 

interface for a simplified user experience. 

ChartaCloud enables companies to easily and 

securely put their office and critical functionalities in 

‘the cloud’. 

 

Core Components 
 

ChartaCloud is made up of 10 foundational 

components that provide essential IT services that 

maximize cost-efficiency and productivity for 

businesses while offering the highest levels of 

privacy and security for company data. 

 

These 10 components of ChartaCloud provide the 

building blocks of any business to gain the 

profitability of digital operations. They include: 

 

Hosted Exchange: fully mobile email, calendar, and 

contacts for your employees with email protection 

 

Secure Single Sign-On and Identity Management: 

Enforce and control strong password policies across 

your business web apps for appointments and 

patient records. Get single-sign on and identity 

management capabilities to secure your entire 

cloud with 2FA, the strongest industry-standard 

authentication protocol 

 

PC Backup: Recover quickly from hard drive failures 

and lost or stolen laptops. 

 

Encrypted Email: automatically encrypt outbound 

email and enforce compliance with pre-defined 

policies and rules, reducing human error and 

minimizing risk. 

 

Email Archiving: Archive and encrypt email 

automatically and securely. Retain tamper-proof 

records for auditing purposes and document 

retention to comply with regulations. 

 

File Sync and Share: Access digital files from any 

device, anywhere. Securely share and manage 

documents and folders, even in a virtual office 

environment. 

 

Hosted PBX with WebFax: Experience enterprise-

grade phone services with conference calling and 

automatic call forwarding. Use the mobile app to 

dial from a mobile device as if you were sitting at 

your desk. 

 

Secure Chat: With secure instant messaging, get 

quick answers while multi-tasking and enable 

secure video conferencing and screensharing 

between employees and locations. 

 

Secure Texting: secure mobile messaging for 

smartphones and tablets 

 

Secure Printing: Get enterprise ready multifunction 

printers enabled with user device authentication 
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prior to releasing print jobs that may contain 

confidential information. 

 

Why ChartaCloud?  

 
As even more companies embrace the cloud in 

2015 and beyond, the risks associated with the 

cloud will also grow and evolve. ChartaCloud is 

designed to help any business address these 

complexities and risks while providing the IT 

foundational infrastructures to build upon the 

advantages afforded by the ‘accelerating power 

of cloud computing’.  

 

Here are some reasons why ChartaCloud is the right 

choice for your business: 

 

1. Businesses juggle an increasing number of 

cloud apps: the cloud was predicted to end 

IT complexity, but with an average of 14.3 

cloud apps per business, IT administrators 

are overwhelmed with the number of 

accounts to be managed on a day to day 

basis. The ChartaCloud is designed to 

consolidate functionality in a useful, unified 

manner. 

 

2. Businesses must actively manage their 

‘cloud security’. The ChartaCloud provides 

tools to keep private data secure and 

manage permissions.  

 

3. Too many people have access to company 

accounts: “access creep” is a huge risk for 

companies. ChartaCloud provides the tools 

to limit who can access company 

applications and from which devices, as 

well as for more controls over what they can 

do with them.  

 

4. Bring Your Own Device is bringing its own 

challenges: while everyone worries about 

computer security, mobile phones are a 

dangerous vector too. ChartaCloud 

provides secure mobile solutions for any 

business including secure cloud-based 

messaging  and secure texting. 

 

 

 

 

 

How will the ChartaCloud help me? 

 
ChartaCloud provides a one-stop-solution for cloud 

business applications deployment. ChartaCloud will 

help businesses avoid the major threats facing 

businesses in the digital age including: 

 

 The ex-employee menace: A 2014 study 

found that 89% of ex-employees retained at 

least one login and password from their 

former employer. ChartaCloud enables 

administrators to revoke access to systems 

with ease. 

 ChartaCloud provides a 99.999% uptime 

service level agreement (less than 26 

seconds of downtime per month) versus the 

prior guarantees of 99.99% from other 

providers (which equates to 8 hours of 

downtime per year) 

 ChartaCloud enables mobile device 

management for syncing tools, remote 

wipes, and other ways to protect or restore 

data. 

 

Contact Information: 
email: info@chartacloud.com 

phone: 603-580-1088 

website: www.chartacloud.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Bridge the Paper and Digital Worlds. 
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